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Throughout her art-making career, Toronto-based Kristiina Lahde has used commonplace 
materials and objects to produce her work, obscuring their original functions through fold-
ing, cutting and rearranging. Viewers of her work are encouraged to look beyond the phys-
ical properties or use-value of the materials and consider the more complex meanings that 
lay behind them. Visually, her work challenges and delights the eye as much as the brain. 
Although her practice is informed by the tenets of Conceptual and Minimal art, Lahde’s 
creations are usually bursting with rhythmic and kaleidoscopic patterns. She also often 
seems compelled to tease out as many different variations on a theme until she has 
exhausted it. 

Until recently, Lahde was best described as a particularly methodical artist. Early series 
such as Zeroes (2002-03) saw Lahde clipping out hundreds of tiny zeroes from the prices of 
items pictured in advertising flyers, configuring them into swirls, spirals, loops and ellipses 
on paper or in large installations thereby creating visual representations of consumer cul-
ture spinning out of control. The series Kaleidoscope (2008-09) likewise saw Lahde rear-
ranging typographical elements from pages of The Globe & Mail into swirling pinwheel pat-
terns; a comment, perhaps, on how disorienting and “abstract” our media-saturated world 
can feel. Such approaches to collage require plenty of forethought before one starts affix-
ing the cut-outs to the paper. 

Over the past few years, however, Lahde has started to experiment with less conventional 
art-making methods that have intentionally resulted in unpredictable outcomes. “I was 
starting to feel that my work was perhaps getting a little too orderly,” she explained during 
a visit to her home-studio in the West End earlier this year. “I began to feel like I needed to 
break away from that; to embrace randomness and take some risks.” Her first move in this 
less-predetermined direction is the series of ink and pencil paper-based works titled 
Chance (2010-11). Here, the mark making depended, literally, on a roll of the dice. For these 
works, Lahde used board game dice as stamps, inking all six sides before tossing them 
across sheets of paper. The arbitrary marks made by the dice bouncing across the surface 
were then meticulously reproduced in graphite as a mirror image on a second sheet of 
paper. Here, Lahde formally emphasizes the visual tension between the messy and capri-
cious blotches left by the dice, and the accurate and purposeful replication of the marks 
made by her hand. 

For her most recent series, Criss-Cross, produced during her Visiting Artist Residency at 
Open Studio, Lahde removes her hand almost completely from the work, the images 
emerging from these prints being produced with few interventions on her part. As in her 
previous work, Lahde started with a commonplace item — in this case a flexible tape mea-
sure of the kind most often used by tailors or clothing designers. (Lahde says that she 
often has one of these draped around her neck as she goes about her workday in the tex-
tile department at the Royal Ontario Museum. And, without a doubt, being surrounded by 
textile designs on a daily basis has influenced the repetition and patterning found in much 
of her artwork.) Lahde casually dropped the tape measure onto the bed of an etching 
press, occasionally making a few minor adjustments to its positioning. She then laid down 
paper and ran the whole thing through the printing press, which left behind the flattened, 
ghostly imprint of the tape measure once she peeled it from the surface. “When I asked the 
master printers at Open Studio if I could run the tape measure through one of the 
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machines, I got some worried 
looks,” she says, laughing. 

Lahde's unusual method for 
producing these prints reflects 
the practices of another artist 
whose approach to art making 
was equally unconventional: 
Marcel Duchamp. Indeed, 
Lahde's Criss-Cross series was 
partly inspired by Duchamp's 
Three Standard Stoppages 
(1913-14), in which the iconic 
French artist dropped three 
metre-long pieces of thread 
from a metre's height onto 
pieces of stretched canvas, and 
then adhered them to the can-
vases in whatever shapes they 
landed. In this work, Duchamp 
was making “a joke about the 
meter”1 illustrating how ele-
ments of randomness can be 
drawn even from something as 
supposedly fixed as a unit of 
measure. Lahde goes a step 
further, however, in that she 
also emphasizes the primacy of 

an object's form over its function; only a trace of the real thing remains embedded in the 
paper, like a fossil. It is only through close observation that one might be able to identify 
the source material by the subtle outline of the metallic ends of the tape measures 
embedded in the paper. 

Despite the deceptively simple gestures that resulted in the ten prints in the Criss-Cross 
series, each is remarkably varied and dynamic. The forms recede into the paper or appear 
to stand out boldly depending on the position from which they are viewed. The eye 
attempts to trace the meandering lines from one end to the other, but is challenged by 
“breaks” caused by one section of the tape measure being overlain by another as it trav-
elled through the press. The prints seem to cheekily play with the mathematical and statis-
tical concepts of empirical measurement, in which information is incomplete and whatev-
er conclusion is reached, as a result, will be imprecise. By embracing chance, Lahde makes 
evident that sometimes the most interesting results are arrived at fortuitously. 

Kristiina Lahde received her BFA from the Nova 
Scotia College of Art and Design (1999). Her 
work was featured in La Biennale de Montréal 
(2011) and she has had solo and group exhibi-
tions across Canada and the USA. In September 
2013 her work will be included in More Than 
Two, curated by Micah Lexier at The Power Plant 
(Toronto). In summer 2013 she will be an Artist 
in Residence at the Anna Leonowens Gallery at 
NSCAD University (Halifax), and is working 
toward solo exhibitions at The Koffler Gallery 
(Toronto) and the Anna Leonowens Gallery. 
Lahde has received numerous grants, including 
a recent Canada Council Creation/Production 
Grant and a Mid-Career grant from the Ontario 
Arts Council. A feature article on Lahde’s work 
was published in the spring 2013 issue of C 
Magazine and she was recently longlisted for 
the Sobey Art Award. Lahde’s work is in the col-
lection of the Canada Council Art Bank and she 
is represented by MKG127, Toronto.
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1Duchamp, Marcel. Three Standard Stoppages (1913-14). Museum of Modern Art, NY. <http://www.moma.org/
collection/object.php?object_id=78990>. Gallery label text from Inventing Abstraction 1910-1925, (December 23, 
2012–April 15, 2013).
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